
Genevieve Green Temperament Assessments

https://youtu.be/FAOA6IOu2IA - Video 1
https://youtu.be/hWnpieWSlHk - Video 2

Genevieve green actively explorers environment. He is comfortable going out of range but will check back in frequently..
He has appropriate reactions to new situations.

When he is put in a new environment, there are no signs of stress. The entire litter showed no stress in new
environments.

https://youtu.be/FAOA6IOu2IA
https://youtu.be/hWnpieWSlHk


When he is exposed to a stressor like a bath or medical treatment, he shows little to no stress.

When Genevieve green was introduced to noises or startling sounds, he noticed the sound and quickly moved towards it
to see where it came from.
He was curious when new objects were introduced and moved quickly to investigate.

Genevieve green is showing early signs of potential service or therapy characteristics. He has good focus with the tester.
He also has a high interest in all treat rewards, which is another motivator for good training.
He is interested in toys and is motivated to play. He demonstrates a good balance of interacting with people and
independent play.

He, along with several of his siblings are motivated to problem solve, and are persistent to try and figure things out.

He is not very mouthy, but will use his mouth half the time when trying to investigate something new.
During the test, he vocalized in stressful and appropriate situations.
He rarely uses his teeth to engage or explore but when he did, he left no marks on skin or damage to toys.
He is very polite with his interactions. Seeks permission before engaging.

When handled he was unsure are first but adjusted quickly on his own.

He demonstrated no possessiveness with his siblings or the tester with toys or food.

Overall, Genevieve green has a mid-moderate energy level. He is motivated to interact, train, and figure things out with
little to no signs of stress in the process.
Loves independent play and human interaction. He takes his time to figure things out. Sweet puppy.


